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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.0 Introduction to Research Paper

In reality, accountability nowadays has been a huge major concern in each company and organizations worldwide. Somehow it can affect the organization performance and also its social response towards the key player liable in the company and other external factor as well. Behind the successful business that we can see nowadays, somehow they implement the accountability between every sorts of view especially that are networked with the business. It is judgemental to say that each business out there needs to understand and apply the mentioned principle in order to maintain its operations as a whole.

Theories regarding accountability whether in every sectors have much being debated in order for clear explanation and deep understanding can be supplied and practiced. Therefore, in this research paper we examine the accountability that exists and yet being practiced within the organization towards their stakeholders. This study was undertaken to address the gap that exist in the research and literature specific towards the company we chose and also comparing both to form an analysis. Furthermore, we use stakeholders as a mechanism for our study to measure the gap arises during examining the data obtained.

As part of the research, we should understand the existence of corporate and accountability in order to monitor the above statement. Efficiency and accountability of stakeholders seems to be the key factor of an organizations moving forward. It is essentials in setting of a corner-stone of accountability in terms of the performance